Mis, t) = 2 + f dF(u)-M(u, I), defines a one-to-one correspondence M~F between H" and <£". In studying this correspondence in a more abstract setting, the present author [l] has obtained the continuous product (or "product integral") representation,
(2) Mis, t) = JJ' [l + &} when M~F.
By using this representation, we now have the following extension of Wall's theorem cited above: Theorem \. If M is in Hn and M~F then (3) det Mis, t) = Exp ( H [F"it) -F"is)]\. 
Remark. The formula (3) is a generalization of the well-known exponential form of the Wronskian of a fundamental set of solutions for an «th order linear differential equation.
It seems natural to ask for a similar result in the case of quasiharmonic matrices [2]-the statement that the »X» matrix M is quasi-harmonic means that M is an »X« matrix of complex-valued functions from the ordered pairs {s, t\ of real numbers, which, for each /, are of bounded variation in 5 on every interval and which are quasi-continuous in t for each s, and that, for each ordered triple {r, s, t} of real numbers, M(r, s)-M(s, t) =M(r, t) and
Mis, s) --[M(s-, s) + Mis, s-)]
(4) = j[Mis,s+) + Mis+,s)] = 7.
Let QHn denote the class of »X« quasi-harmonic matrices and Q$n the class of »X» matrices F of complex-valued functions from the real numbers, of bounded variation on every interval, such that If A is an »X« matrix of complex numbers and .42 = 0 then det J2+.4 } = 1. This may easily be seen as follows: let P be the function from the complex numbers defined by P(z) =det {i+zA } ; now P is a polynomial satisfying the identity P(z)P( -z) = l, so that P has no zero; hence P is constant and its only value is P(0), which is 1.
Thus we see that det Mk(s, t) =det Mi(s, t) for k = 1, 2, • • • . The formula (6) now follows from Theorem 2.5 of [2] and Theorem 1 of the present paper.
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